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   !'rofessoi' of I;leetrical li;ngineering of IIokl<aiclo I)nperial l/'niver$ity,

                     Sappoyo, Japan.

                 (Received IVIay 4, 1929)

                  Part ff. Esctwodxx£tioxe.

    The phenonaena of electric circuits throug"h g`ases, when the xvax'e

fornas of the electric soin"ce have variotis kincls of shapes and various tiine

clurations, inust be very coinplex, but the investigatioB of theiii is very

iniportant ancl interesting froni the standpoint, not only of a pure theoretical

iiwestigation of gas cllscharge phenomena, but of its technica} applicatioRs

as xvell.

    The first step towai"ds the future investigation of discharge phenomena

uncler such conditions, treatecl here in this paper, is to observe electric

circuits throug"h rarefied gases under the infiuence of unclainpecl high

frequellcy currents.

    The references with regard to this sanie problem are not rare, but the

results, uiicler various conditions accorcling to various investigators, are iiLot

always in coiilcicleRce.ti) The phenomena, in spite of the many iinpoytant

investigatiens of these autlaors, are still in an obsctire state.

    'I'he discharge phenomena oif low pressure gases, as lt is we}1 lmown,

are very different according to the current density, or owing to tlie power

suppliecl to the clischayge cirsuits, eveR under the same gas pressure.

Moreover, wheii the frequency is 1iigh eRough, special phenomena, charac-

teristic to the high frequency discharges, must themselves appear.
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    It has been found that the dischayg]e under hig"h frequency currents,

under favourable conditions, occurs in three stages, in a successive sequence.

rFhey are called, for simplicity, clischarges of type A, type B and type C.

    Type A is, a characteristic discharge for high frequency ctirrents

occurring from the saine principles as the so-called electrodeless discharge.(2)

Its luminosity consists of one colour, and, tmder certain conditions, it can

be obtained in the space between the electrodes, and separated from them

as if it were a luminous fioating ball, without practically any luii:imosity

at the electrodes. Some typical ones are shown ilt Fig. (l).

                             Type A.
            X"1l,iuitkI,t1r,t'

               I{osy luniinosity :11urui]i{uin xvive
                              Fig, 1.
                      Discha]'ges in an Air Vessel.

     Type B caR be called a "TowRsend Discharge"(3) in low gas pressures,

just as it was so called by R. Seeliger and J. Schynekel in the case of at

cl.c. clischarge. This type of discharge iB low gas pressures occtirs not

only uRder high frequency currents but also under a,c.s. of 60 cycles and

under a d.c. as well, ysrhen the discharge currents are limitecl. Under

certain favoLirable conditions, a dillfused luminosity starts from the anode

and spreads in the space between the electrodes, and also as far as to the

 negative electrode, wlien more current is allowed to fiow.

     Type C is a usual glow discharge, having a cathode layer, Crooke's

 darl< space, negative glow, Faraday's darl< space, positive column aiid posi-

 tive glow etc.

     Using a Iarge air clischarge vessel and sphere electrodes, plate elec-

 trodes and others of special forms, experiments were tried to see whether

 the above three types would occur in a successive sequence, The pressure

 was about 2-3 mi}imetres of Kg or more. The diameters of the spheres

 and plates were about S cms., and the electrode distances were less than

 2-3 cms.
     In the course of striklng, when the terminal voltage was increased

plate
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gradually, under favourable conditions, types B ancl C appeared in a suc-

cessixre seciuence. But it was impossible to inake type A appear at first.

"ihen the termjnal voltage was decreased gradually, after type C had been

once initiated, type A yemainecl.G) BLit by using a neon gliin lainp of a

beehive type, of which one electrode was a plate disc, it xvas found that

the a})ove thvee types of dischar.cres occurred in a successive seciuence, when

the voltages was increased, and as well vyhen i't was decreasecl. It was

also fotmd tl}at the order of appearance of types A aRd B changed accoyd-

inst to the frequency ancl to other conditions, type C always beiRg last ii}

striking. Therefore using a neon glini lainp, their characteristics in cletai}

were investigated.

        Paxt gg. Experfimexkts axxd their Resnitse

    As an electric source, a valve osci]lator of variable frequencies was

used. As aR output circuit, a reso"ance circuit yk',as usecl, whicl/t was veyy

loosely couplecl ruagnetically to the oscillator circtiit. A discharge gap

under test was connectecl across its variable condenser tenninals. The

terminal voltage was measured by a valve crest voltmeter. The electrical

connections are as shewn in Fig. (2) and in Fig. (3). The oscillator

was l<ept at a certain constant conclition of a certain constant frequeiicy,
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                               Fig. 3,
            }llectrical Connections for an fX.C. Superiniposecl on a D,C.

and the terminal voltage across the discharge .crap xvas varied by varying

the condenser in the resonance circuit. ･
    First, using a.c,s. of variotis frequencies, theR a.c.s. of a coRstant

frequency siiperin)posed upon a d.c. o.f various vo]tag'es, and at last a.c.s.

of various freqtiencies superimposed upon a d.c. of a certain constant xroltage,

there were measured the correspondiRg minlmum striking volta,o.'es, Eis,

of the above three types of discharges, and also there were measured the

rninimum voltages, E2 s, that could maintain the discharges after they hacl

been once initiated. Varyi'ng the condenser of the outpllt circuit, the

terrninal voltage was increased tmtil the clischarges were initiated, and after

they had once been initiated, the voltage was then decreased, aiid it were

found the mininJ}um voltages that could nrtaintain tlie dischar.cres.

    The deg"ree of the coupling aRd the relative mag'nitude ef the in-

ductance aRcl capacity of the resonaRce circuit were found to hax7e some

effects upon these voltages, but in spite of it, the generai teltdencies were.

the same.

    The neoR glim lamp under test was of 220 volts ancl 5 watts. And

its statical sparl<ing and extinction voltages were about 164 volts and 134

volts respectixrely.

     (l) Discharge Pehnomena tmder the Infiueltce of Undampecl Higii

Frequency Cm"rents.

     The Dischargie phenoixLeiia changed according to the freqtiency as

follows:

     (a) f=::O.40×106 cycles per sec.
     XVIien the terminal voltag"e was increased to 170 volts, the sLirface of
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the electyocles were covei-ed by a feeble diffused orange luinillosity. This

is a clischarge of type B. As the voltage was further increasecl, the

lun)inosity spread out in the space between the electrodes, its colour becom-

iiist deeper, and, at ]ast, at 189 volts the s.low adhered closely to the disc

as we]l as to the spiral electrocles. This is a discharge of type C. But

in the case of the neon gtlim lamp under test, there appearecl neither the

positive colmnn nor the positixJ･e g.low. 'I{]he negative glow was orange.

rl]hen the terminal voltage was decreasedl. At 181 volts, t>rpe C was e)c-#

tinstuished, but the suyfaces of the electrodes were still covered by a cliffused

orange ltm]inosity. As the x"o]tage was clecreasecl furthei-, the g,low becaixLe

fainter, and, at 168 volts, it clisappeai;ed.

    (b) f=O.945xl06cyclespersec.
    NVhen the terminal vo]tage was increased, at 140 volts, a luminous

column, its colour being feeble orangre tinged with violet, appeared in the

space between the electrocles, while both electrodes remainecl practically

withokit lun]inosity. This is a clischarge of type A. As the voltage was

increasecl fuyther, this luininous column became la}"ger, and, at 171 volts, a

diffusedILnninosity appeared around the surface of the electrodes. This is

a discharge of type B. As the voltag'e was increased fLirther, at 184 volts,

the neg'ative glow adhered closely to the plate electrode, and, at 195 volts,

to the spii"a} electrocle as well. The voltag"e was then clecreased. At 170

volts type C clisappeared, but types B & C still remainecl. At 158 volts,

type B disappeared, ty･pe A still remaining. At 131 volts, type A also

djsappeared.

    (c) f =- 2.63 × IOG c.vcles per sec.

    The phenomena in this case xxras almost like those in the case of (b),

except a little difference in the coiirse of transition from type B to type C,

At 124 volts, at first, a luminous colmnn appeared. But in this case, the

coltinin xv･as niore con]pact and appeared niore abruptly than in the case

o't` (b). At 164 volts, type B appeareCl, and, at 173 volts, the negative

glow adhered to the plate electyode. But in this case, from the ltiininous

coluinn, thr()ugh the space betxveen the neighbouring` layers of the spiral,

te the space between the spiral electrode aRd the glass wall, a pretty

Iuniinosity of a special form appeared, It began from the luminous

column, "rhere its colour is feeble orang.e, tiRged with violet, and nnis

threugh the space between the ltei.o'hbouring layers of the spiral, where

its colour becomes deeper, and ends at the space between the spiral electrode
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and the glass wall, its colour, there, being iTiolet. As tl}e i'oltage was

ftu-thei' increased to 193 volts, the spiral electrode was also cox'ered closely

by the negatii'e glow and the special luminous :fonn disappearecl. As the

voltage uxas, then, decreased, just the rex'eyse sequence followed. At l74

x'olts, only the luininous coltunn reinainecl, and, at 8S volts, at Iast, jt also

disapppearecl. The sequence in this case was as shown in Fig'. 4.

    HaviBg found, thus, the general tendency of the discharsre of the

iainp iinder test, then, there was ini'estig'ated systematically･, how the

iniiiimuni striking voltages, Ei s, and also those which could inaintain the

discliars.es xvhen they had been once initiatecl, ll2 s, clmnged accordiltg' te

varioLis frequencies. The result obtained is as shown in Fig's. 5, 6 aRd 7.

  The E.ii, Ei of type A decreases as the frequency lncreases. "I'lie

higher the frequency, the lower the x'oltage at whick it appears. The

luminous column became i]Jibre dense and appeared moi'e abrtiptly as it had

a certain inertia, as the frequeRcy was increased. It appears at 109 volts

at the frequency of 5.09x106 cycles per sec., aiid at 159 volts at the
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frequency of O.435 × 106 cycles per sec., while the statical sparking voltag'e

of thelamp is abotit 164 volts. The EBi, Ei of type B follows the same

tendency: It decreases as the frequency increases. It is IS5 volts at

5.08x106 cycles per sec., and 179 volts at O.43S×I06 cycles per sec. As
to the Eci, there could not be obtained reliable results. The reason was that

the negative glow adl]ered to the electrodes very irregulayly owing to the

change of the frequency. Dischayges of the types A and B, havlng occured

before, may affect type C, and the transioi} point from type B to type C

was not very distinct, and, moreov･er, as the electric source, ifi this experi･=

ment, was Aot powerful e"ough, this discharge co"ld not be initiated without

mal<ing £he coupliRg too close to .cret reliable results. The degree of coupl-

iftg and magnitude of the capacity of the output circuit affected con-

siderably in the course of the striking of type C. !t is also feared that

the peculiar natures of the neon lamp itself affected type C considerably.

    The ffB2, E:} of type B, decreases as the frequency increases. It is

132 volts at the frequency of 4,IS×I06 cycles per sec., ancl 173 xrolts at
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   the frequency of O.435×10".. That of type A decreases, also, as the fre-
   queRcy increases, being 46 velts at the frequency of S.08x106 cycles per

   sec., ancl IS7 volts at O.43Sx10{; cycles per sec.. If there ls taken the

   difference between these txvo kinds of x'oltages E.si-ff.xL,, it is ±'ound that

   it iRcreases as the frequency increases, being 53 volts at S.08× 106 cycles

   per sec., ancl 1 or 2 volts at O.436×106'. That means that the differeiice

   o/f the poxver to initiate type A ancl that to ]naintaiR it "Till be larger

   as the freqLiencyy increases. As to the difference of these two voltages lior

   type B, almost the saine tendency is found to exist.

        (2). I)ischayge phenomena undeir the IRfiueRce of Undamped Hig'l}

   Freclueltcy Cun"ents Superimposed on a D.C.[t'')

       In order to investigate how the wave forms of the voltage may have

   an affect on the nature of dischargre, there was used as an electric source

   an a.c. stiperimposed on a d,c.. First, the ifyequency of an a.c. being kept

   constant, the voltage of the supeyimposecl d.c. "Jas vayied. Then, the

   veltage of a cl.c. beinsr kept constaRt, the frequency ef the superimposed

   a.c. w･as v･aried.

        (fX) 'fhe case, when the Ilrequency of an A.C. beins,` kept constaRt,

   the Voltasre ()f the Superimposed D.C. was varied.

        The g,eneral clischarge pheno]neRa, in this case, were a$ follows.

        NVhen the voltage of the superhnposecl cl.c. was coltsiclerab]y larg'e,

   there cotild not pi"actically be obtained the dischars.es of types B and A,

   but of type C only:C6) As the a.c. voltage "ras increased, by varying the

   condenser, at a certain voltage, type C appeared abruptly, but Reither that

   o'f B nc)r C cokilcl be ifouRd. In this experiment, as the plate was LiseCi as a

   neg'ative electrode, it xx;･as closely coverecl with a negative glow. X･Vhen

   the voltage of the superii)riposed cl.c. was 150 volts, the lamp was not ex-

   tin.o'uishecl. But when it was 130 volts or ]ess, the Regative glow, adhering

   closely to the negative elect'rode, becaine snialler in area and faiRter in

   colour as the volta.cre vLTas decreased, and, at last, at a certain vo]tage it

   abruptly, disappeared. ･
       XVhen the voltage of the superimposed d.c. was small, the phenomena

   was cluite different. When it was 60 volts, at the terminal resultant voltage

   of 196 volts, type B appeared at first. At 198 volts, type A appeared, and

   at 204 volts, the negative glow adhered closely to the negative electrode.

   Then the tenniRal vejtage was decreased, and, it xKTas foLind, that at 190

   xrolts, type C disappeared, type B still remaining. At l84 volts the latter

ages%
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disappeared. "Jhen the voltage of the superimposed d.c. was 30 volts, at

177 volts (tenninal voltage), type A appeared, ancl on ftirther increasing

the terininal voltage, type B soon appeayed, and these two became strongey

as the voltage was increased. At 194 volts a negative glow adhered closely

totheplateelectrode. Thentlievoltagewasdecreased, At183voltstype
C disappeared, aRd, at about the same time, type B also disappeared, type A

alone yemaining. At 135 volts, it also disappeared. The reskdts are as

shown in Fig. 6. The results are smninarized as follows:

    XVhen the volta.cre o'f the superimposed d.c. was less than about 60 volt.,.

type A appeared. Its striking voltage, EAi, became smaller as the super-

imposed d.c. decreased. Type B appeared almost in the same vange. Its

striking voltage also became smaller when the superimposed d.c. decreased.

But the order of appeayance of types A and B was reversed. At 60 x:･olts, Qf

the superimposed d.c., type B appeared first and then type A, but at 30

volts, type A first and then type B. As to the results of type C, regular

ones could not l)e obtained. But the general tendency was that tlrLe Eci

became smaller as the superimposed d,c. became less.

    The EB2 and E.t2 became sinaller as the superimposed d.c. was decreased.

    (B) The Case, when, the Voltage of the Superlmposed D.C. being"

ls:ept constant, the Frequency of the A.C. was varied.

    The general tendenc>r･ was as follows:-

    NVhen the veltage of the superimposed d.c. was pretty large, say, 100

volts, type C only was obseyved. Wl/ten it was small, say, SO volts, how-

ever, the phenomena were moi-e complex. In the latter case, at the fre-

ciuency, of 1.74× 106 cycles per sec., or more, type A occurred at first, and

then types B and C appeared, almost at the same time. XVhen the voltage

was decreased, types B and C disappeared first, at almost the same time,

and then type A. At the frequencsy of 1.26×I06 cycles per sec., or less,

type B appeayed first aRd then type C, type A, iR this case, being not seen

at all. This ordei" of appearance of types A and B "ras reversed, in this

case also, owing" to the change of the ifyequency. The results are as shQwn

in Fig. 7.

    The Case when the Superimposed D.C. was leO x'olts.

    The 2Ilrei, Ei corresponding to type C, hi this case, increases as the

ifrequency increases. It is 201 volts ak 3.0×10t cycles per sec., being about

40 volts higher than the statical sparking voltage, and 226 volts at the

freqllency of S.08×Z06 cycles per sec.
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    The E]c2 iRcreases as the freclueHcy increases, and is 177 volts at the

freqtiency of 3.0 x IOi cycles per sec., being about 10 volts higher than the

statical sparking x'oltage, and 206 volts at the frequency of S.08xlO"

cycles per sec.

    The Case when the Superiinposed D.C, was 50 yolts.

    The Eis for all the three types, A, B ancl C have the saine tendency:

they decrease as the frequency increases.

    This is the same tendency foy the EL, s also, When the fi'eqtiency is

high enougli, type A appears first as the voltage is iRcreased, and reinains

to the last as it is decreasecl. But at lower frequencies, type A cannot be

seeR, and type B appears first as the voltage is increased, aRd remains to

the last as it is decreased.
                                                 '    (3) The Discharge of Special Forins.

    By using a neon gliixL lamp, whose electrodes are of special forms, it

was found that, under favourable conditions, a pretty ltuninosity of a specia}

form appeared as shown in Fig. 4. This is manifestly, owing to the special

electrode forms. It appeared when negative glow adhered closely to the

plate electrode, while the spiral electrode was not yet adhered to by it.

If the terminal voltage was increased further, until the spiral electrode also

adhered to by the neg-ative glow closely, it disappeared. The secluence of

its formation is as follows: As the terminal voltage is increased, type A

usually appears first iR the space between the upper surface of the plate

electrode and the spiral, and often at the same tkne, also in the space between-

the lower surface of the plate electrode and the spiral, a.nd as the voltage'

is further increased g'radually, both parts spread, and in the space betweeii

the spiral electrode aRd the glass wall, there appears a difftised violet

luminosity as shown in Fig. 4. The lumiRosities in the inner and outer

space of the spiral electrocle spread graduall>r as the xroltage is further in-

creased, aRd, at a certain sta.cre, they unite together, in the space between the

neighbouring layers of the spiral, and, thus, form a special shape. The

colour in the inner and outer spaces of the electrode, is violet tinged with a

faint orange, but its stem part between the layers of the spiral, is a rathei"

deep oran.cre tingetl with violet. This special shape of luminosity, it is sup--

posed, is owing to the special electrocle fonns, and, not necessarily due to the

kind of filled gas: Almost the same shapes can be £ormed as well in a
large air vessel with the pressure of 2-3 millimeters of ff.o', tisinsr the

same electrodes in it, after having' broken the glass wall of the lamp.
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In the air vessel, the luininosity at the top and bottoni parts is light blue,

ancl at the st'ein part it is rose colourecl. It was a]so investigated how the

circuit constants affectecl the foyniation of such forms of discharges and

the folloxviiitg i;estdts xvere ebtained.

    The Effects of a Resistance, Indiictance and Capacity･,

    There xvas put a series water yheostat ranging' from 400 ohms up to

2 megohms, a self incluctance, and aii air conclenser rangi'nsr from 10 st. ,it.

F.s. up to 500 ,u.st. F.s., and, thus, were ]neasLired the corresponding' lowest

frequencies which ]nacle such forins to appear. The effects of thein are

different dependiRg upon "rhether they are ptit' betxveen one terixLinal of

the condenser and the spiral electrode, or placed between the other terminal

and the plate electrode. In the fonner case, the largey the resistance, the

]arger the incluctance, bLit when the capacity was sinaller, at the lower

±- !-eqimcies, then, special shapes appeayed. In the latter case, it was,

always, clifficiilt f()r theni to appear.

    The Effect of Polarity etc.

    There was used, as an electric source, an a.c. superin]posed on a cl.c.,

and, the infiiience of polarity on the special forms was investigated. XVhen

the spiral electrode was connected to the positive tenninal o£ the battery,

the fis.uyes appeared very easily. But when it was negJative, the>r harclly

appeared. If somethiRg was made to approach iiear to the lamp wall, it

xvas found, that the djscharge fonn was chansred considerably, ancl, that

the clischarge was very sensitive to exteynal infitieRce.

    (4) The Infliience of Various Factors on the Discl]arges.

    The ResoRance Circuit.

    x'Ns k was desirable t'o obtain an electric source of possibly siRusoidal

wai'e Eonns, ancl, moreovey, oii' possibly high voltage, a resonaltce circuit

xvas iised as an oiitptit circuit. The characteristics of the resonance ciycuit

modifiecl by the discharg'es might affect, it js feared, the discha}"ges them-

sehJ･es. There should also be tal<en into accoent the reaction of this re-

sonai:Lce circkiit upon the oscillator ciycuit, even thoug"h couping was very

loose. There was ineasured the resultant effective currents (includingr

charging curirent as xxrell), oli' l)oth the lan]p itselli ai'id the resoiiLance circuit,

and it "r･as /founcl that thev "J･ei"e in the order of 7 ni.a.s. or less for the
                       v
clischarges of types A and B, and about 35 m.a.s. for type C, while the

corresponding currents in the resonance circuit were about 235 m.a.s. and

365 m.a.s. respectively. "1"here was, then, investigatecl the infiuence of the
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degree of the coupling on the discharges, and, it was found that its in-

fiuence, in the range used in this experiment, on III).g. E.iL, and EBi, EBt vLras

quitesinall,butthatwasconsiderableonlici,Ea2. ,
    As the lamp under test was put on the terminals of the variable con-

denser in the output circuit, there must be investigated the effect of the

capacity on the discharges, because, for the same terminal voltage, the

stored energy in the condenser is proportional to the capacity, and, thus,

the quantity of the energy, it is feared, might affect them. At a certain

fixed frequency, the relative magnitude of the inductance and capacity of

the output circuit was varied, and the corresponding E."., EA2, etc., were

measured, and it was found that its effect, in the range used in this experi-

ment, upon .El].n. EA2 and EBi, EB2 was very little, but it was considerable

upon Eai and Ect2.

    The Effects of Screening and Series Resistance.

    Covering the,lamp wall with tin foil and keeping it at ± 200 volts
against the earth or against either of the terminals, putting a battery

between them, there was obtained the following result. It had practically

no effects on the statical sparking and extinction voltages. But when

the lamp was discharged by a.c.s, it affected IIiAi, E.i2 and EBi:, EB! con-

siderably. But this effect was due to putting the tin foil to the lamp

terminal, it being almost independent of whether it was kept at the same

voltage of the terminal, or whether it was kept at ± 200 volts against it.

When the tin foil was connected to the spiral terminal, E.ti, EA2, EBi and

EB2 were several volts smaller than when it viras not connected.

    As the effect of series resistance was considerable in the formation

of the special discharge form, it was investigated whether it also had an

affect on E.n, E.m, EBi., EB2, Ea], and it was found that the resistance up to

2 megohms had very little effect upon them.

       Part gXE. [g]heoreticai Cefisidevatio:Rs on the

                   ExperixxxeffxtaE RestEits.

    The Meaning of Ei and E2.

    The ffi, virhich is called a minimum striking voltage in this paper, is

the crest value of the minimum voltage which can start and maintain a

discharge, from the neutral state, in spite of its successive striking and
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              '
extinguishing, corresponding to each instant of any one cycle of the a.c,

The E2 is the crest value of the minimum voltage which can maintain a

discharge after it has been once initiated, in spite of its successive stril<ing

and extinguishing corresponding to the respective instant of the following

cycle of the a.c.

    'l"he gas discharge phenomena excited by high frequency currents will

v･ary owing to the various relations between the gas pressures, the electrode

distance and the frequency. If the mean free path be compared with the

electrode distance, or if the maximum distance which an electron can travel

in a half cycle be compared with the mean free path or the electrode dis-

tance, the influence of the frequency must be conspicuous. When the

frequency is very high, electrons will be powerful agents for the ionisation

by collisions, while positive ions, owing to their large masses, can hardly

take part in it. Therefore, the electron motion in a free space, under the

infiuence of an a.c. field, is considered, here. It is assumed that the electric

field is in one direction, say x direction, and wi]1 be E+Eo sin wl, where

E is a constant field and Ilo sin wt is a sinusoidal a.c. field, Eo being it'$

amplitude. The equation of an electron motion under this field, if it is

assumed to be a charged particle, its mass and charge being m and e

respectively, is as follows:

                       dL' x                    fiZ,lz,,=e(E+Zlbsintut) . (1)

    By integrating the above equation,

                                          '
             w= :lli == f, (Et- {l(' cos toi) -i- B, (2)

             `V== ,fi (+t El2- ,E..,, sin cDl)+Bl+C, (3)

                              t/
where B and C are the integration constants. The equations (2) and (3)

express the velocity and displacement of an electron, respectively. The

electrons are supposed to be in various states of motion in the free space,

and, in general, it is assumed as follows:(7) w=o when t=to and x=ro

when t･=:o. Then the constants are determined.

                  B= 7fz ( EtuO cgs ofo-zllto),

                   c.=o
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    The equations (2)･and (3), then, become,

     v=dedz:-Sti;ziciiel(costute-ioalo)+(E`Liotui-costut) (4)

     Jif==iit2-z{lil,1(-ll':2o(DL'i2-sintut)+(tucosa)i-EEoco2to)i) (s)

    First, the two extreme cases, when the electric field is a pure a.c.,
areconsidered. E=-oandto=Il;--t';-. undertheseconditions,{8)theequa-

tions(4)and(5)become, N

        ' v.. rve Eo cos tot (6)
                             71Z (D

                       x=-L E!; sin tut (7)
                             71Z cO`"
                         '
    In this case, an electron oscillates about a mean position. E=o and

lo=o. Under these conditions(9) the equations (4) and (5) become,

                      v=-"c- Eo apcos.t) (s)
                          71Z (k)

                      x=pEL E: (totLsin tut) (9)
                         .11Z tu-

    In this case, an electron moves across the space with alternate accelera-

tion and retardation without any reversal in the direction of motion. The

motion of electrons under a pure a.c, field will be as follows:-The electrons

                                                 rr 1
whose velocities happen to be zero at the time near to :2- -diJ, displace xi

in one direction in the first half cycle, and x2 in the second half cycle, xi

being very nearly equal to xL,. In one alternation it covers a distance

xi+x2, but actually approaches to one electrode by a small distance xi-x2.

When xi and x2 are less than the electrode distance, the electrons will travel

more than an electrode distance before they reach the electrode. The

general motion of the electrons up to the time they have a collision is, thus,

a movement through a distance A:i in one direction followed by a movement

x2 in the reverse direction, this process being repeated indefinitely till an

electrode is reached. For such electrons there will be relatively but little

loss of charge. The activity of a very rapidly varying field to maintain

a discharge at very low pressure is, that in moving between the electrodes

a large number of electrons cover a distance many times greater than the

distance between the electrodes, and, thus, the chance of collision is very

much larger than if the electrons pass straight across. When the pres-
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sure is very low, but not extremely so, such an effect will be more con-

spicuous as the frequency increases.

    Next the case, when electrons are excited by an a,c. superimposed on

                                          Tl
a d.c. is considered. If, it is assumed that, lo=                                          7 tu ,or lo=-o, the equa-

tion (4) becomes, "
             w=:-;fi]I,. ill' (-cosa)t+ EE, 6ot--th- iill, -ii-), (io)

Or z,=;iz E." (l-cos toi-EEo bli)･ . (11)

    FroirL these equations, (10) and (11), it is seen that, under sHch

conditions, the velocity in one direction will be increased considerably, its

                                       E
rate of increase dependin.cr upon the rates of Eb. On superimposing a d.c,,

many electrons will lose the chance to travel a distance many times greater

than the distance between the electrodes, and, thus, the chance of collision

is very much smaller than if there is no d.c. superimposed.

    In these experiments, as the gas pressure was not very low, the mean

free path was very small compared with the electrode distance. Moreover,

the frequency was pretty high, but not extremely so, and, therefore, the

high frequency characteristics appeared consiclerably, but not very con-

spicuously. And as the pressure was kept constant, and, therefore, the

mean free path being constant, the electrons would have more chance(iO) to

reach the ionisation velocity before they had made a collisioR, as the

frequency increased.

    In investigating the high frequency discharge characteristics, the

effect of rest ionisation, the change of the systems,(ii) produced by tlie dis-

charge, which are perhaps more easily ionised than the normal molecules,

must also be taken into consideration. These effects are supposed to be

more conspicuous as the frequency increases, and, if any other effect does

not appear, these effects would mal<e EAi, EAb EBi, EB2, Eai and Eaa

become smaller as the frequency increases. But, the time-lag effect(i2) of

discharge must also be taken into consideration, which effect will make them

Iarger as the frequency increases. From the standpoiltt of these geReral

consideratiolts, the experimental results are now discussed.

                     The Discharge of Type A.

    This ldnd of discharge may be produced as follows.

     Some free electrons, which happen to exist in the space between the
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electrodes, will make collisions, depending on the way of their moving

under the effect of the applied field, and thus produce new electrons.

These latter electrons will, like the former ones, produce new electrons, and

so on. Thus, at last, there will be produced many electrons, quite enough

to occur for this 1<ind of discharge, there being no necessity to produce

electrons at the cathode, thus the cathode fall disappears. The voltage to

produce this type of discharge, therefoye, can even be smaller than the

normal cathode fall. It does not depend upon the electrodes, but on the

fi11ed gas, and, theoretically, this can be so low as to the ionisation voltage

of the gas. XVhen the gas pressure is pretty low and constant, the higher

the frequency, then, at the lower xroltage, the discharge will be produced

and maintained. The time-lag effect becomes very small for this ldnd of

discharge. Theexperimentalresultsconfirmthissupposition. Thedifiier-

ence of E.n-ZIiA2, under a pure a.c. field, increases considerably as the

frequency increases. This is, perhaps, due to some residual effects. Once

the discharge has been initiated, the applied peak voltage may be reduced,

and the discharge may be maintained as long as the power supplied is

sufficient to mal<e good the energy losses, such as,leakage at electrodes,

walls etc.(i3) When a d.c. is superimposed, E.ti and Eii2become Iarger than

v;Then it is not superiinposed, They become the larger, the more the super-

imposed d.c. is increased even with the sarne frequency for the a.c. This

is perhaps due to the loss of charge, since more electrons will reach the

electrode straight across when a d.c. is superimposed, thus, this effect

surpasses the reverse tendency produced under the residual effect as well

as under the time-lag effect. Examination was made to see how the light

affected E.ti and E.i2, and it vLras found that E.n was a few volts lower

when the gap was lighted by a carbon arc lamp than when it was in the darl<

space, while E.t2 vLras practically unchanged. But, when the gap was placed

in an undamped high frequency field, E.dt and E.t2 changed considerably,

even when no visible electrodeless discharge due to the exciting field ap-

peared in the lamp. Under this condition, E.n was lower by about 10-20

volts, and E.t2 were lower by about 5-10 volts, than when it was not excited.

This same tendency existed under various frequencies of the a.c.s. Under

a still stronger high frequency exciting field, this effect was, naturall}r

                                                'stronger.
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                                         '                 '                     The Discharge of Type B.
                   '
    The Em became lower as the frequency was increased, but in the ex-

perimental range, its minimum value was about equal to the statical ex-

tinction voltage of the lamp. This is a "Townsend Discharge" at ]ow

pressures, under the influence of high frequency currents, and it is also

affected by type A, siRce the latter appears generally before the former

when the voltage is increased, and remains longer when the voltage is

                                                                'decreased. '

                     The Discharge of Type C.

･ Thisisausualglowdischarge,but,astypesAandBoccurgenerally
before it, their effects must be considered. Also the peculiar natures of the

neon lamp itself must be taken into consideration. This can be seen from

the irregular results of the experiments for this type. Here is discussed

only the case when the superiinposed d.c. was 100 volts and the lirequency

of the a.c. was varied. In this case, types A and B were not practically

observed, and, at a certain voltage type C appeared abruptly, and when

the voltage was, then, decreased, the area of the cathode covered by the

negative glow became smaller, and at a certain point, it disappeared

abruptly. As may be seen from the experimental results, EcE and Ec2
increased considerably as the frequency was increased,(i4) this being just the

reverse tendency from types A and B. The Eci and Ea2 were always

higher than the statical sparklng vo!tage. The discharge of type C is

very strong and its discharging current is very large compared with those

for type A or B, and thus, it is supposed, the time-lag effect will take part

conspicu'ously in this case. After the instantaneous voltage has reached

the sparking voltage, a certaln quantity of charge must have flowed into

the space, before the discharge occurs. And when this preparation has

been done, the instantaneous value of the tenniBal voltage must be greater

or equal to the sparking voltage. This 1<ind of time-lag will appear of

itself. The results are that, the higher the frequency, the Iarger Eci and

Ec2 are, and they show that this kind of time-lag effect surpasses the resiclual

effect as well as the other high frequency effects, which will make Em

and Ea2 become smaller as the frequency !ncreases. The time durations,

during which the instantaneous values of the terminal voltage are above
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the statical sparking' veltage, corresponclins,' to various frequencies of the

superimposeda.c.,arecalculatedforEt･iandl]'cL,. '
    The Results are as follows:-

    2?requency(>.fthe r]riineduratjon/{or rl]jn]eclurationfor

          a.c. Etn ffcL,
  3.0×10icyclespersec. 95×10-{;sec. 5.52×10rm(Ssec.

 6.82×10r,.. 4.5×10-7. 3.7xlO-7.
 S.OSx16(S.. 6AxlO-S. 5.8×10-S.
The time ckiration is smallei' wlien the frequency increases. This may be

partly due to the resiclual effect as wel] as to the ether hig"h frequency

etfects, which have been already explained, and partly due to the fact

that, as the frequency is increased, Ec] and Ea,, become larger, and, thoug"h

the time duration is small, more current can fiow into the space during the

salne tlme.

                   PartgV. Coxkcfusiouts.

    Using a neon glim lainp the following conclusions were obtakied.

    1. Three types of stable discharges can be observed in a successive

sequence as the terininal voltage is increased as well as when it is de-

creased, uncler the Snfluence of li.ig'h frequency currents.

    2. The appearance of the three types depends on the frecluency and

also on the superimposed d.c. When the frequency is high, all of the

three types can be observed, but jf it is low, only one or two of tliem.

XVhen the superimposed d.c. is smal}, al]. of the three types can be observed,

but xvhen it is large, only one or txvo of thein.

    3. The ZT.n and E.s2 clecrease as the frequency increases. They can

eveR be smaller thai} the statical extinctioii voltages. The difference of

E.ll -E.t2 becomes Iarg,er as the frequency increases.

    4. When an a.c. superimposed on a d.c. is used as an electric source,

E.ti and E.t2 become larger, for the same frequency of the a.c., and they

become larger the more the superimposed d.c. is increased.

    5. The EBi and Em) decrease as the frequency increases.

    6. The IIIin and Echa increase as the frequency of the a.c. increases,

in the case under the infiuence of aR a.c. superimposed on a d.c., and type

B and type A can not practically be observed.
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